OVERLAND XF
SERIES 2

PREMIUM OFF-ROAD
FORWARD-FOLD

EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO
KNOW BEFORE YOU BUY!

OVERLAND XF SE
For the traveller who only wants to travel
everywhere, and who only wants the best,
the Blue Tongue Overland XF Series 2 is
a forward fold camper with the lot. Not
only does it have the simplicity of design,
a rugged capability perfect for the Aussie
outback and ease of use that’s made these
campers so popular, it features the very best
accessories to keep you in the bush or at
camp longer and with more comfort. This is
camping on a whole new level.

Chassis and draw bar
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Galvanised
100x50x3mm fully reinforced steel chassis
100x50x4mm steel draw bar
2000kg rated AL-KO Off Road Ball Coupling
3500kg rated AL-KO Off Road Ball Coupling
Heavy-duty jockey wheel

Off-Road Suspension
✔
✔
✔
✔

Heavy duty independent, coil sprung trailing arm
Dual shock absorbers
Six stud LandCruiser hubs
Toe-in, toe-out adjustable

Body Construction and Design
✔ Forward Fold
Double Fold – AVAILABLE ON OVERLAND XD
Rear Fold – AVAILABLE ON OVERLAND XR
✔ Fully welded steel body
✔ Two-pack polyurethane painting
✔ Stainless steel hinges and fasteners
✔ Stainless steel wheel flairs
✔ Pinch-weld rubber seals
✔ LED tail lights
4 Premium drop-down stabiliser legs

Wheels and Brakes

Tent and Awning

✔ 15in high-load alloy wheels – AVAILABLE ON OVERLAND XF LITE S2
✔ 16in high-load alloy wheels
✔ 275/70 R15 all terrain tyres – AVAILABLE ON OVERLAND XF LITE S2
265/75 R16 all terrain tyres
Single rear-mounted spare wheel and tyre
✔

✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

– AVAILABLE ON OVERLAND XF LITE S2

✔
✔
✔
✔

Dual rear-mounted spare wheels and tyres
10-inch off-road drum brakes – AVAILABLE ON OVERLAND XF LITE S2
12-inch off-road drum brakes
Hand brake

Aluminium Frame
450gsm poly cotton canvas
Fully waterproof
Midge-proof screens
Tropical roof
Detachable awning
Three-piece annexe walls
Heavy duty annexe floor
Ensuite tent
Galvanised steel awning poles
Pegs and ropes
Detachable kids room – AVAILABLE ON OVERLAND XR

ERIES 2
Storage and Attachments

Water Storage

✔ Gas strut-assisted luggage rack
2 Jerry can holders
2 4kg gas bottle holders
9kg gas bottle holders – AVAILABLE ON OVERLAND XR
✔ Australian certified gas lines
✔ Generator storage on slide
Fridge slide to suit fridges L1000xW510xH525mm
✔

100-litre 304 grade stainless steel tank
✔ 120-litre 304 grade stainless steel tank
170-litre 304 grade stainless steel tank – AVAILABLE ON OVERLAND XD
✔ Second 35 litre stainless steel shower water tank
Second 50 litre stainless steel shower water tank

– AVAILABLE ON OVERLAND XF LITE S2

✔ Fridge slide to suit fridges L985xW610xH530mm
Fridge slide to suit fridges L895xW530xH475mm
– AVAILABLE ON OVERLAND XD

Fridge slide to suit fridges L990xW560xH610mm
– AVAILABLE ON OVERLAND XR

2 Pantry slide-out drawers
2 Right-hand-side storage compartments
✔ Under-lounge storage
Under-bed storage with slide – AVAILABLE ON OVERLAND XR
✔ Rear-mounted pole carrier

– AVAILABLE ON OVERLAND XD

✔ 12V electric water pump
✔ Aluminium stone guard

Technology and Electrical
✔ One 100Ah deep cycling gel cell battery
✔ Second 100Ah deep cycling gel cell battery
Third 100Ah AGM – AVAILABLE ON OVERLAND XR
Lithium Phosphate batteries – OPTIONAL
✔ Power control panel
✔ Anderson plug to car
4 USB Charging Points
4 12V sockets
✔ 12V socket in fridge compartment
✔ 240V outlets
✔ 12V battery charger
✔ 240V battery charger
Redarc Manager 30 battery management – OPTIONAL

Off-Road Comforts

Kitchen
Stainless steel, slide-out design
SMEV three-burner stove
Wind deflector
Stainless steel sink
Pop-up drying rack
Electric water pump
Cutlery draw
Diesel Hot Water – OPTIONAL
Electric Hot Water – OPTIONAL
✔ Adjustable LED light
✔ Bench extension
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Café-style lounge setting
Leatherette upholstery
Collapsible table
Queen-sized bed
Second queen-sized bed – AVAILABLE ON OVERLAND XD
Inner spring mattress – OPTIONAL/AVAILABLE ON OVERLAND XR
✔ LED lighting
Diesel room heating – OPTIONAL
✔ Lounge converts to second bed
Lounge converts to third bed – AVAILABLE ON OVERLAND XD
TV antenna – OPTIONAL
Waeco CFX fridges up to CFX95DZ2 – OPTIONAL
Slumberline Slimline Mattress – OPTIONAL
Stereo system with DVD and Bluetooth® – OPTIONAL
Reverse cycle air conditioning – OPTIONAL ON OVERLAND XD
✔
✔
✔
✔

Dimensions and weights
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔
✔

Overall length – 5200mm
Height with boat rack – 1700mm
Width with boat rack – 2050mm
Width without boat rack – 1700mm
Internal living area length – 4100mm    Width – 1750mm
Awning coverage – 9m2   Campsite footprint – 23m2
Tare weight – 1480kg   ATM – 2110kg
Ball weight, unladen – 130kg
Load capacity – 630kg

ADVENTURE TRAVEL READY
The camper trailer with it all,
so you can travel through it
all - and then some.
There is almost nothing more
quintessentially Australian than a simple
campsite on a patch of outback dirt, under
the shade of an old gum-tree that’s beside
a slow-moving river. Let that image wash
through your imagination for just a minute.
With a modern off-road camper trailer,
one designed and tested specifically for
adventurous Aussie travel, that doesn’t

just need to be a picture in your head.
There’s probably no better camper
for camping in the Aussie bush than an
off-road, forward folding one. Just as
comfortable for long stays in the perfect
spot as it is convenient to set up for an
overnight camp on a rugged adventure,
the Overland XF Series 2 is the ideal
mix of ruggedness and versatility. This
is a camper that’s just as composed on
its way across the Kimberley as it is set
up in an east coast beachfront caravan
park. Something you could easily and
comfortably do a lap of Australia in,

or have on hand for quick weekend
getaways when the opportunity presents
itself (which is likely to be often, once
you’ve got this all set up to your personal
desires).
This camper is the whole package,
too, one that’s fitted with all the modern
comforts of an off-road caravan, but
that’s not as big or as daunting to tow.
Part of what sets it apart is Bluetongue’s
commitment to only using the best
accessories. We’re talking 304 grade
stainless steel water tanks instead of
cheap poly versions; a Smev three burner

The Overland XF S2 can be easily set up by one person in le
01 at camp, use the drop-

02 steel catches, starting

03 light enough to be

04 only the rear wall needs 06 can be poled out to

Once you’ve unhitched

down legs on each corner
to get the camper level and
prevent it rocking around while
you’re in it.

The camper’s lid is

opened by one person lifting
it over, although the standard
winch makes the job easy for
anyone. Just clip on the strap
and wind it over.

Undo all the stainless-

with the ones for the luggage
rack before moving around the
camper. There are eight, all
up, to be undone.

Once the lid is open,

to be unfolded – the rest is
pulled almost into position as
it opens.

05 the bed needs to be
The tent bow over

tensioned, and support poles
between the three bows keep
the canvas taught, even in a
gale. Simple clamps make
everything easy.
Each of the windows

keep the weather out, even
with the window covers open.
All of the windows feature
midge proof mesh.

07 can easily be put up

The detachable awning

by just one person. Zip it on
before fitting the roof-poles
and triangulate the upright and
cross-beam so they are within
easy reach.

08 and take a step back to
Peg everything down

make sure everything is even
and all the poles are extended
to the right length. Set up the
rest of camp and relax.

stove, rather than a generic no-name
brand imitation, an AL-KO off-road hitch
instead of a cheap polyblock coupling
that’s hard to use and an option’s list
which includes Dometic diesel water
and room heating and Redarc electrical
upgrades. This is not just some cheap
imported camper, but something that
Blue Tongue can be proud to put its name
to and you can be confident to travel
Australia in.
The Overland XF S2 is built on solid
underpinnings. Its chassis is a mix of
100x50x3mm and 100x50x4mm RHS

galvanised steel. That’s matched to
coil spring trailing arm independent
suspension with dual shock absorbers
on each arm. Each of the wheels have
toe-in and -out adjustment, two tonne
rated bearings and 12in off-road brakes
with six-stud LandCruiser hubs. Ready for
long trips across deserts, the camper has
all-terrain, light truck tyres standard and
two full sized spares fitted to the rear bar,
above the dedicated pole storage box.
The camper’s body is an all steel
affair. The lazer cut, zinc-annealed panels
expertly welded for strength and longevity

then coated in a hardwearing two-pack
polyurethane paint which will resist most
scratches and chips. Any and all of the
fittings, hinges and fasteners are stainless
steel, too, so the camper won’t lose its
shine in a hurry. The same goes for the
large storage box forward of the door – it’s
all business and designed to make the
most of the camper’s abundant storage.
A massive 95-litre Waeco fridge will fit
in one of the box’s compartments, on top
of a fully-extending fridge slide that can
handle 200kg at full extension. Behind
that is a slide out pantry with two deep

ess than 20 minutes, including the awning. Here’s how.
02

05

03

07

08

bins so that stores stay in place even on
the roughest of tracks. On the other side
of the storage box is a large compartment
that’ll easily fit a generator, even with
the optional diesel water and/or cabin
heater fitted in there. There’s also another
compartment with sliding storage around
this side of the camper.
And while all of that is great for civilised
items (stuff that doesn’t get muddy or
wet), the box at the front of the draw bar
is perfect for less precious camping gear.
As well as hiding the two 4kg gas bottles,
this is a great storage area for recovery
gear, hoses, ramps and ground sheets –
anything that can get dirty and wet in the
natural camping environment.
The Blue Tongue is as simple to set up
as pulling a swag off your roof racks and
rolling it out onto the ground. Because it’s
a forward fold, it doesn’t matter what the

UPGRADE
YOUR BLUE
TONGUE WITH
THE BEST
ACCESSORIES
IN AUSTRALIA

ground underneath it is like, though, as
the whole living area is contained within
the natural length of the trailer. Simply flip
over the steel boat/luggage rack, unlatch
the camper’s lid and two people can push
it over the hinges. If only one person is
available, a simple winch takes all the
effort out of it. Once that’s done it’s a
simple matter of adjusting a few poles and
the night’s accommodation is ready.
And as good as it is for just the night,
the Overland XF S2 is best appreciated
over a few days at camp. With the bed
flipped open, the rear of the camper
becomes an expansive lounge area with
an adjustable table in the middle. Well-lit
by long LED strips at night, or through
the huge windows during the day, this
area is really opened up when the wall to
the kitchen area is rolled up offering near
panoramic views outside.

The tent features 450gsm canvas with
a tropical roof, awnings-come-storm
covers for every window and midge-proof
mesh to boot, so the living area stays
remarkably cool, even on the hottest
camping days. The full-length awning also
comes with an extensive suite of poles
and walls, so the camper’s enclosed area
can be easily doubled – great if you’re
settling in for a bit, or need protection
from the elements. As well as the walls
and awning, the camper comes with
a large ensuite tent. With an on-board
shower and dedicated tank for showering
water, it’s a convenience rarely seen in
modern campers.
The kitchen is one of the camper’s
highlights, though. It slides out from a
boot at the rear of the Overland XF and
is nearly as wide as the camper itself,
once you pull out the bench extensions

WAECO
CFX95DZ

REDARC
BCDC1225D

REDARC BMS MANAGER 30

THE BASICS

and set it all up. Able to support its own
weight, the stainless-steel unit features a
deep sink, 12-volt-pumped running water
and the aforementioned three-burner gas
stove (which has a three-walled windguard so it can be used in any conditions).
There’s also a really nifty drying rack
above the sink which is just as versatile for
keeping everyday items, like spreads and
spices, on hand. Essentials, like cutlery
and cooking utensils are easily kept
nearby, too, in the kitchens neat storage
drawers and cabinets.
This distinctly designed camper from
Blue Tongue is perfect for a travelling
couple and ideal for a small family too. The
main bed is massive – bigger than most
people’s beds at home – and is supplied
with a high-quality foam mattress or can be
optioned up to an innerspring version that’s
the height of camping indulgence. The
leatherette lounge area easily turns into the
camper’s second bed – just wind down the
table and rearrange the cushions. There’s
heaps of storage internally, too. All of the
lounge’s cushions lift up offering easy
access to the space underneath.
Set-up and comfort aside, Blue
Tongue has done a tremendous job
making sure this camper is suitable for
extended stays away from civilisation.
It can carry a total of 155-litres of water
in two stainless steel tanks and has 200
amp-hours of battery capacity on board.
Paired with one of Blue Tongue’s portable
solar blankets, there’s probably no need
to move on from that perfect remote
campsite for over a week, if you really
want to settle in. Even longer if you can
do without the shower for a little while.
So really, however you want to travel
Australia, the Overland XF Series 2
gives you the freedom to do it. This is a
terrifically planned camper that sets up
easy, tows great in any conditions and
has all of the modern features you need
to camp in any type of campsite around
Australia. It’s one that’s really well made,
features top of the line components and is
incredibly comfortable. All you need now
is a map and some time off.

CHASSIS
Style – Forward Fold
Chassis – Galvanised steel
Suspension – Independent, coil
sprung, trailing arm, dual shock
Hitch – 3.5 tonne AL-KO off-road

DIMENSIONS AND WEIGHTS
Length – 5200mm
Width – 2050mm
Height – 1700mm
Tare Weight – 1480kg
ATM – 2110kg
Tow Ball Weight – 130kg

CAPACITIES
Water – 155 litres
Grey Water – N/A
Gas – 2 x 4kg
Fridge – Dometic CFX 95, optional
Battery – 2 x 100ah
Solar – Optional

WARRANTY
12 months

PRICE
From $22,490 tow away, NSW

CONTACT
Blue Tongue Campers
bluetonguecampers.com.au
(02) 8544 0976

EBERSPÄCHER
HYDRONIC 4
DIESEL HOT
WATER UNIT

DIESEL CABIN
HEATER

BLUE TONGUE DIESEL
HOT WATER UNIT

BLUE TONGUE
144W SOLAR
BLANKET

WHO IS BLUE TONGUE CAMPERS?

Blue Tongue Campers was established over a decade ago in the leafy
Sutherland Shire, just south of Sydney. Always with an aim of providing
Aussie travellers and families with high-quality but affordable camping
products, the company has partnered with some of the industry’s leading
manufacturers and providers, from Australia and around the world, to build
some of the most practical campers on the market.
At the helm is Karl Geddes who, after a career in the building industry,
decided he much prefered accomodation under canvas, rather than bricks
and mortar. He’s a camper himself and has travelled extensively in his own
camper trailers, not just to prove their worth, but to enjoy the best country in
the world.
Blue Tongue currently has four other off-road campers in its range - a familyfriendly double fold, a full-featured forward fold, an rear-fold and a lightweight soft floor camper. Find out more at bluetonguecampers.com.au

HEAD OFFICE AND SHOWROOM
Unit 27 No.3-11 Flora St,
Kirrawee, NSW, 2232

DEALERSHIP ADDRESS:

PHONE: (02) 8544 0976
EMAIL: info@bluetonguecampers.com.au
FACEBOOK: @bluetonguecampers
INSTAGRAM: @bluetonguecampers
TWITTER: @bluetonguecamp
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